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ABSTRACT 

~ a m e  MMzafion and flame photom~f ic  d~e~o~  w~e used ~ r  ~e  d e ~ r m ~ N M n  of fight hydroca~ 
bons and su~hur compounds ~ Mw-pressu~ ~(~130 P~ g a ~ s  ~rmed  ~ radiofrequency plasma reactors. 
The mmhod can be eas i~  e~ended to many Wp~ of s a m N ~ ,  such as c o n ~ d  atmospheres ~r  m~ro- 
ele~ronic proc~ses  and pMl~ed Mr. The ~pamfion of Ca-Cs hydrocarbons, hydrogen s u ~ N d ~  carbon~ 
sMpNd~ su~hur No~de, carbon d~ulphid~ Niols and s u ~ h M ~  was ms~d on various c~umns:  Carbo- 
pack BT~-10~ Chromos~ 330, Supdpak S, Chromosorb 105 and 107. The be~ ~sulU ~ r  Ne partic~ar 
application, ~ ~rms ofanaly~s  speed and peak r~NmMm we~ obtMned by us~g a sho~ (80 cm x 2 mm 
I.D.) PTFE c~umn N~d w~h Chromosorb 105, conne~ed by means of a 50:50 s p l i ~  ~ the two dmemo~ 
o p ~ e d  ~ parall~. The analyfis of  ~ e  producU ~rmed  ~ an ~ h a n e - s u ~ h u r  N o , d e  ~ a s m a  N~ha~e  
~ k ~  about 5 min and ~nfifivifies of 10 ~ Ns ~ r  hydrocarbons and 10- ~0 ~s  for sulphur compounds 
were achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

The ap~kation ofradioffequency phsma Oscharges to the surface modification 
of p~ymers and inorgank matefiM~ by using as the ~ed gas mixtures of organic and 
~organic compound~ has been investigated by many worke~, and the determination 
of gaseous compounds formed in the gas phase was a c c o m ~ h e d  by using mass 
spec~om~fic and gas chromatograp~c techniques [14]. A knowledge of the purity of 
the gases used and the d~erminat~n of the compounds formed during the reaction, 
which can exe~ cata~tk or in~bitory effects on the surface reaction~ is of great 
impo~ance for the interpretation of the r e s ~  and the study of the reaction Mnetics. 

Gas chromatography (GC) with spedfic detectors can asfist in the determina- 
tion of traces of organ~ compounds contai~ng h~eroatom~ dectron-capture 
detector for halogens and ni~o compound~ thermion~ de~ctor for ni~ogen and 
phosphoru~ flame photom~ric d~ector for s~phur and phosphorus. 

In the series of experiments described here, a flame photom~ric de~ctor was 
used to d~ermine the amoun~ of hydrogen sulp~d~ carbonyl s ~ p ~ d ~  thiols and 
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sulphides formed in a plasma discharge c a ~ d  out in a ~ed gas composed of ethane 
and sulphur d io~d~ which were submitted to the plasma action None or on the surface 
of various polymers. The reaction of the exceed spedes formed in the discharge with 
the polymer surface can yield various organic compounds contNning sulphur atoms. 
Their identification and determination musf be carried out in a low-pre~ure 
en~ronment  (between 0.2 and 1 T; 25 133 Pa) and therefore spedN eq~pment  is 
necessary in order to ddiver the sample to the anNytical sy~em. 

The same methods can Nso be applied in the anNy~s of con~o~ed atmospheres 
used in microde~ronic production processes and, in general, when low-pressure 
samNes ha~e to be anMysed. With some modification and ~mplificatiom the same 
mchNque can be appl~d to the anNysis of gas mixtures at normal pressures. 

EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULTS 

P&sma disehatNe unit 
Fig. 1 is a schematic ~agram of the discharge unit that permR~d the ~eatment 

of pMymefic films with different reactive gases or the direct depo~tion on ine~ 
surfaces of thin laye~ of compounds formed in the gas phase. 

i???i 
I 

Fig. 1. Schem~ diagram of~e N~ma gen~afion apparatus (~e ~ ) .  H~, H2, Ha: Nc~up points Mr the 
collection of ~mN~ in vials F or N ~  connemmn to vacuum maNfoM of Fig. 2. 

The sys~m was opera~d at a pressure of about 50 Pa with a flow-ra~ of 10 
20 cm3/min, obtained by continuou~y ~eding the gas mixture at one end of the 
reaction tube, R, and by exwacting the products and the unreacted gases at the other 
end with suitable vacuum pump. The plasma discharge was obt~ned by inductive 
coupling with an RF generator at a frequency of 13.5 MHz. Continuous and 
instantaneous samples can be taken ~om small tubes H1-H3 connected at various 
points of the reaction tube R. Samples averaged over minu~s or hours of continuous 
discharge can be c ~ c ~ d  in evacuated ~Ns  F1-F3. 

SampD concen~ation and injection 
Fig. 2 shows the vacuum manifold used for the extraction of the gas Dom the 
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Fig. 2. Vacuum manifold used to extract low-pressure samples from vial F or directly from the RF discharge 
unit in Fig. 1, and to deliver them to the GC column and detectors ~ee texO. 

reaction tube or from the vials. It consists ofa Toepler pump, T, where the gases can be 
aspirated through stopcocks 1 and 2 by lowering the mercury level. 

Stopcock 2 was then dosed and the mercury lev~ raised to concentrate the gases 
in the upper pa~ ofT and pressurize them in order to permit the determination of their 
volume under known conditions of temperature and pressur~ and their introduction 
into the gas chromatograph valve V. Pure helium suppfies through stopcock 4 can be 
used to d~ute the reaction gases in order to remain wRhin the finearity range of the 
detector or pressurize them to facilRate sampling. 

Stopcock 1 can be connected direcOy to the plasma discharge unit or to vials 
where the reaction products were previou~y col~cted. This manifold can therefore be 
used for analysis of low-pressure gas samples of any origin. 

Pressurized samples (gas cylinder~ gas-tight syringes, etc.) can be direcdy 
injected through valve V. Through the same valve can be injected constant volumes of 
standard gases prepared by u~ng an exponential dilution flask [5,6], in order to permit 
an absolute calibration of the detector response. 

Gas chromatograph# ana~s~ 
The separation of sulphur compounds at low concentration was carried out 

pre~ou~y by other worke~ by using different ~ationary phases: sifica gel [7], 
graphitized carbon black treated with phosphoric a~d [8], commer~M~ av~lable 
Carbopack BHT [9] or Porapak QS spedM~ treated by washing with acetone [1~, 
equiv~ent to Sup~pak-S commerdM phase [11]. All these phases were tested in our 
expefimen~ and found to be more or less satisfactory for the separation of sulphur 
compound~ An addition~ problem arises because the s~ec~d phase must at the same 
time perform an effident separation of fight hydrocarbons and a fa~ anMy~s to perm~ 
a ~equent check of the compo~tion of the sy~em under study during the evolution of 
the plasma discharge phenomena. 

Therefore, other commerdN~ available porous polymer bead ~ationary 
phases, (Porapak and Chromosorb Century Sefie~ were tested by injecting standard 
mixtures containing both types of compounds. 
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As the m~hod can be of general interest for the anMyfis of mixtures differing 
~om plasma gases but containing hydrocarbon and s~phur compounds in trace 
amounts (refinery and paper mill effluent, waste gases, polluwd industrial and town 
air, era.), in the anNysed samNes were incorporawd some gases that are probably not 
formed in Nasma reactions but can be found in en~ronmentN samNes (Table I). 

The columns were made with ~e~  tuNng (PTFE) of I.D. 2 mm, filled with the 
following stationary phases, operaWd at diffe~nt wmperatures and flowcaws of the 
cartier gas: (1) Carbopack BHT-100 (Supdc~ Bd~fonte, PA, U.S.A.), 1.5 m, held 
isothermally at room Wmperature (30°C), carrier gas flow-raW 30 ml/min; (2) 
Chromo~l 330 (Supdco), 1.5 m, operated ~othermNly at 40°C, carrier gas flow-raw 
30 ml/min; (3) Supelpak-S (Supdco), 5 m, held NothermM~ at room Wmperatum 
(30°C), carrier gas flow-ram 30 mUmin, Wmperature programme 1 min at 30°C, 
increased at 20°C/m~ to 200°C; (4) Chromosorb 105 Oohn~Manville, Denvea CO, 
U.S.A,), 80 cm, carrier gas flow-ram 30 ml/min, Wmperature programme 1 min at 
60°C, increased at 20°C/min to 180°C, held for 2 rain; and (5) Chromosorb 107 
Oohn~Man~H~, same length and conditions as for column 4. 

The a~uswd ~Wnfion times, & (rain), on the various columns are given in 
Table I. Column 1 (Carbopack BHT-100), a graphitized carbon r ack  material [8,~, 
pertained a s a f i s ~ o r y  ~paration of both sulphur compounds and hydrocarbons. 
Long retention times were observed for hydrocarbons >C5 and for sulphur 
compounds hea~er than n-propan~NM. Under the conditions shown in Table I the 
folMwing ~ values were obtNned: Nmeth~ sulphide, 38 rain; dkth~ sulpNd~ 56 m~; 
n-bumn~NM, 65 mira and n-hexan~ 81 rain; the peaks were wid~ wNch decreased the 
d~ecfi~ty of small amoun~ of sub~ance. The overall anMysis time on this column is 
generM~ too long for practicM use in the rapid analy~s of Nasma gases. 

Column 3 (Supdpak-S) is a spedN~ washed and ~eaWd Porapak QS packing, 
as described by de Souza et al. [10,11], ofiNnM~ suggeswd for the separation of cra~ 
pulp mill exhaust gases. This packing permRwd a good resolution of sulphur 
compounds with m~nfion times that, under our experimen~l conditions, am about 
half of these reported by de Souza et aL for light compounds (hydrogen sMpNde, 
carbonyl s u l p h ~  and appro~mate the pre~ous~ reported values for slow-during 
substances (dimeth~ N s ~ p h ~  butan~NoO. Unfo~unatel~ this column gave 
several ~Wr~ring peaks in the hydrocarbon r e ,  on. 

The same effe~ was observed by using column 2, Chromosil 330. In this instance 
the rapid dufion of hydrocarbons with grouped peaks may be an advantage when very 
smMl amoun~ of flame ~Nzation d~ecto~sen~tive compounds have to be dewcmd, 
as the miNmum detectable amount increases with decrease in the peak width. 
Ob~ou~y, only the total amount of C2 or C~ hydrocarbons can be measured. 

Columns 2 and 3 showed poor effidency in the separation of C2 hydrocarbon~ 
which were impo~ant components of the Nasma gases used in our experiment. The 
separation of these compounds together with a suffident resMution of higher 
hydrocarbons and sulphur compounds was carried out by using short PTFE c~umns 
(80 cm x 2 mm I.D.) filkd with Chromosorb 105 porous po~mer bead~ This phase is 
an acrylic ester po~mer with a surNce area of 400-500 m2/g and an average pore 
diam~er of 500 A [12,13] and permits a rapid separation of sulphur gases with 
symmetricN peaks while N~ng an acceptable resNution bNween light hydrocarbons 
up to pentane isomers. Some inver~on of the elution order of saturawd and 
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TABLE I 

ADJUSTED RETEN~ON ~MES ~ (min) OF MGHT HYDROCARBONS AND SULPHUR 
COMPOUNDS ON DIFFERENT COLUMNS 

F ~  c~umn W ~  ~ d  ~ y s i s  ~n~fion~ ~e ~ .  

Compound CNumn 

(1) Carbopack (2) Chromosil (3) Supelpak-S (4) Chromosorb (5) Chromosorb 
BHT-100 330 105 107 

Ethane 0.67 0.58 0.32 0.45 0.45 
Ethylene 0.49 0.58 0.30 0.37 0.41 
Acetylene 1.52 0.65 0.32 0.52 0.60 
Propane 2.22 0.97 0.60 1.44 1.39 
Propene 2.05 1.02 0.95 1.33 1.38 
Isobutane 5.58 1.42 1.60 2.50 2.41 
n-Butane 7.46 1.63 2.12 2.73 2.88 
l-Butene 6.23 1.72 2.12 3.20 3.31 
2-Butene (cis) 9.02 1.77 2.14 3.60 3.57 
2-Butene (trans) 9.02 1.77 2.[4 3.40 3.36 
lsobutene 7.10 1.62 1.64 3.12 3.45 
n-Pentane 24.60 2.80 3.10 4.28 4.45 
Isopentane l 8.50 2.56 3.07 4.10 4.17 

Hydrogen sulphide 0.49 1.02 0.60 0.72 0.86 
Carbonyl sulphide [.30 0.95 0.84 1.01 1.07 
Sulphur dioxide 1.22 3.93 1.62 2.03 4.18 
Methanethiol 2.16 1.90 2.10 3.46 3.82 
Ethanethiol 6.68 3.42 2.12 4.13 4.41 
Dimethyl sulphide 7.03 3.06 5.05 4.00 4.17 
Carbon disulphide 8.00 2.39 5.10 4.06 4.11 
n-Propanelhiol 22.20 7.61 4.30 12.50 [3.70 

unsa tura ted  branchedmhMn compounds  was observed with ~ f t ~ m n t  batches of 
p N y m ~  and  therefore the Mentification of these compounds  s h o e d  Mways be 
conf i rmed by i ~ e ~ g  authent ic  s a m N ~ .  This p roNem has also been found with the 
other gas-sofid or gas-gel c h r o m ~ o g r a p N c  p h a s e ,  w ~ e  the m ~ h  si~e, pore N a m e m ~  
~ e m m e n t s  and  act ivat ion of the co lumn may change the p ~ f o r m a n c e  of Nffemnt  
batches of products  and their sdec f i~ f f  [ 1 ~  Therefore, the remntion times for the 
~ s b d u f i n g  compounds  in Table  I am averages from ~ f f e m n t  anMy~s  on various 
c d u m n s .  

M o m o v e ~  the Chromosorb  105 cMumns showed some N f f i c ~  in separating 
small a m o u n ~  of a c e t o n e  in the presence of a large excess of ethane. The retent ion 
time of acetylene increases with respect of that of  ethane on decreaMng the c N u m n  
mmpera tum [1N, but  the sloFe coeff ident  as a funct ion of m m p ~ N u m  N smaR and 
therefore the ~ p a r ~ i o n  of smM1 amoun t s  of a c ~ e n e  from ethane N NfficML If the 
separat ion of these two gases is necessary, a cMumn filled with Chromosorb  107 
(acryfic m ~ r  pMymer, su r~ce  area 400 500 m 2 ~ ,  average pore Nammer  80 A) can be 
used. 

On Chromosorb  107 acetylene has a rment ion index [1~ ranging b ~ w e e n  220 
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Fig. 3. AnNy~s of ~andard mixture of hydrocarbons and sulphur compounds on column 3 (Supdpak-S) 
with dmultaneous analyfis with flame ion~aton (FID) and flame photom~fic de~ction (FPD). For 
column paramem~ and anMys~ conditon~ see text. 

and 230 in the ~mpera ture  inmrvM used and therefore its peak is masonaNy separamd 
Dom that of  ethane. The ~para t ion  of ethylene and ethane is tightly ~ss than that 
obtained on Chromosorb 105 (the retention index of mh~ene is 185 on Chromosorb 
105 and 190 on Chromosorb 107) but is suffident for pract~M purposes [1~. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the anMyses of standard mixtures on Supelpak S and 
Chromosorb 105 ~olumns  3 and 4). 

Fig. 5 shows a fast-e~ting chromatogram obtained ~ o m  an m h a n e ~ p h u r  
d ~ d e  plasma. The separation of the mNn componen~ of lhe  mixture ~ satisfa~ory. 
Some other compounds were also d~emed.  

Longer cMumns (up to 3 m) permitmd a b m ~ r  separation of C4 compound~ but 
with longer remnfion times (up to 20 min), acceptaNe for the anMysis o f e n ~ m n m e n t N  
samples but sometimes uns~ taNe  for the anMyfis speed req~red to follow the 
evolution of the product concentrations in the RF Nasma reactor. 

Faster programming rates or higher final column ~mperatures  were also to be 
avoided owing to the exces~ve noise and baseline dfi~ on the flame photom~f ic  

~ I-~H8 n C5HI0 

i °~ c ~ C  s~ 

i i 
min 

Fig. 4. AnMy~s of ~andard mixtu~ of hydrocarbons and s~phur compounds on c~umn 4 ~ o m ~ b  
105) with NmMmneous ~ a ~ N  ~ flame ionization ( ~  ~d  ~ phomm~Nc d ~ e ~ n  (FPD). ~or 
c~umn pamm~s  and anMy~s ~ n ~  see text. 
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Ng. 5. AnMyfis of ~ m r  N~ma g~ oNNn~ from RF N ~ h ~  ~th a 50:50 mNm~ of etha~ and 
sMph~ ~o~de ~ 0.75 Tom 

detector. The use of different detectors connected in parallel (flame ionizatiom 
dectron-capture, flame photometriQ was p~e~ouNy sugges~d for the determination 
of organic pollutan~ in open air [18]. 

Detectors 
As shown in Fig. 2, a 50:50 spfi~er at the end of the column, made with 

a Swagdok 1/8tin. T-piece connected to two sho~ PTFE tubes 0.D. 0.8 mm), Mads the 
during gases to the two detectors installed in the two bases of  the heated detector oven 
of the Vafian 3700 gas chromatograph. No differentiM flow con~ol  is necessary if the 
Mngth of the two connecting tubes is properly adjus~d in order to #ve  the same 
f low~a~ through the two detectors. If necessary, a variable re~tictor (h~h-~mpera-  
ture needle valve; Nupro, Willoughby, OH, U.S.A.) can be installed on the flame 
ionization detector ~de of the split~L where decompo~fion or reaction of sulphur 
compounds has a negligible effect on the detector response. 

A dual flame photometr~ de~ctor  (Vafian) was used for the determination of 
sulphur compounds. The fi~t flame, used to decompose the during compounds and 
convert them into combustion produc~ con~sting of relatively ~mple moMcules, is 
a "reversed" flame where a flow of Mr (Mr l) mixed with the cartier gas coming from 
the column burns in a hydrogen atmosphere. The exhaust gases of the first flame, 
which is hydrogen rich, burn on the top of the second concentric burneL where 
combustion is su~Mned by a second Mr flow (air 2). 

The flow~atcs were Mr 1, 80 cm3/min; hydrogen, 80 cm3/min; and air 2, 
170 cm3/min; the sum of  the two Mr suppfies is suffident to consume approximately 
50% of the hydrogen supplied to the burner and flame 2 is also a hydrogen-rich 
en~ronment,  where the emission of sulphur fight, centred around the wavelength of 
400 nm, takes place w~h reduced in~r~rence due to the combustion ofhydrocarbon~ 
mMnly decomposed in the first flame. The fight emff~d was filtered through a 
broad-bandpass #ass filter with peak ~ a n s m ~ o n  at 365 nm that ~ansm~ted to the 
photomulfipl~r (PMT) the low-wavdength portion of  the $2 e m ~ o n  spectr~ thus 
reducing the in~r~rence with the CH c m ~ o n  lines due to thiols and residual 
hydrocarbons not completdy decomposed in the fi~t flame. 
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Fig. 6. Calibration graphs ~ r  the ~ m e  photome~ic ~tector obtaint d ~ ~ ~ M  ~ fl~k ~r  
sulphur No ,de ,  ~ o n ~  ~ N ~  and ~ ~ N ~ .  T ~  ~ ~ ~e ~ m m  ~mbol shows the 
mspon~ with ~ope = 1 o b e y e d  by u~ng ~e  ~neafiNng d m ~ t  of ~e GC a m ~ f i ~  

The d~ector  response for hydrogen sulphidm carbonyl sulphide and s~phur  
dioxide was linear with dope 2.0 on a bilogarithm~ plot (Fig. 6) in the range between 
0.1 and 20 ng/s of sulphur. 

The linear responses to other sMphur compounds (thiols, sulphide~ were not 
tested over a wide concen~afion range, but the avNNble data lie on the same ~rNght 
line and therefore the calibration with a dun  flame arrangement could be used for all 
the analysed compounds on the basis of their content of sulphur atoms. In the range 
0.5 20 ng/s the quadratic a~enuator built in the gas chromatograph amplifier 
permit~d a linear response with dope 1 ~hown with a squarmmot symbol in Fig. 6) to 
be obtNne& thus permitting direct in~gration by the data sysmm (Vafian Vista 402). 

For amounts smM~r than 0.5 ng/s the square-root output cannot be used 
because R performs the square-mot operation on the total detector dgnM, Le., the peak 
plus the basefne offset, which become fignificant with respect to small peak areas. 
Fu~he~ the signal processor ignores minimum fignal amplitude~ and a signal and 
noise cutoff occurs at about a 0.5 nA detector fignal at the maximum sensitivitD 
Amounts of sulphur bdow 0.5 ng/s (dashed fine in Fi~ 6) are therefore b~mr measured 
by interpolation of the output signal on a dope 2.0 Nloga~thm~ plot fimilar to that 
shown in Fig. 6 but where the peak area is plot~d as a function of the amount of 
sulphur in the sample. 

Single flame operation, obtained by turning off the air supply to flame l, was 
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also tested. This mode of operation decreased the l~eafity of the squar~hw 
dependence of the fignal on the concentration and increased the quenching of the 
sulphur fignM due to Nmultaneous dution of any hydrocarbon. Fu~her, the senfifi~ty 
to s~phur atoms was dependent on the type of sulphur compound, and the advantage 
ofa  cMibration that ~ nea~y independent of the molecular ~ructure and depends only 
on the number of sulphur atoms in the mo~cule was lost. Dual flame operation was 
therefore used for quantitative anNysi~ 

Senfifi~ties b r o w  the ppm range were easily obtained with samples at 
atmospheric pressure. Concen~ations of about 0.01% of sulphur compounds were 
found in low-pre~ure plasma gases. 

Minimum detectable amoun~  of 10 - 1 2  g/S for hydrocarbons with the flame 
ionization detector and 10- ~o g/s for sulphur with the flame photometric dmector were 
found. 
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